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IN THE NEWS
Credit unions’ used auto loan portfolios grew 4.2 percent in the first half of 2021, despite high used 
vehicle prices that have dramatically increased since 2020.1 Consumer demand has grown as the 
economy has weathered extended recession concerns, and demand for auto loans now exceeds 
pre-pandemic levels.2 However, supply has lagged behind this demand and the loan outlook in the 
short-term future is strongly tied to the stabilization of supply in the industry.

Supply has been hampered in part due to the ongoing computer chip shortage, however, IHS Markit 
predicts the chip shortage will subside sometime in 2022.
Source:  
1. CUNA 
2. Federal Reserve

CARFAX UPDATE
The CARFAX database of vehicle history information recently reached a major 
milestone, exceeding 28 billion vehicle records. It’s the fastest we’ve added an 
additional billion records and the record itself was a damage report that was  
uploaded the same day it occurred, a point of pride for us.

The database has steadily grown over the years thanks in part to an increase in the 
number of sources providing vehicle data. CARFAX now receives information from 
more than 130,000 sources across the U.S. and Canada including state DMVs, police 
departments, and service and repair facilities. On average, CARFAX loads over 5 million 
records every day in order to maintain the largest publicly available database of vehicle 
history information in the world.

DID YOU KNOW
• Nearly 900 million oil changes are performed each year. 
 Source: Wrench.com

• 80 percent of an average car is recyclable, and 12 million are  
 recycled in the US each year.  
 Source: The Fact File 

• In 1916, 55 percent of the cars in the world were Model T Fords. 
 Source: Ulmers

• There are more vehicles than people in Los Angeles. 
 Source: Car Throttle

• The exact origin story is unknown, but the wheel was invented  
 around 3500 BCE.  
 Source: Car Buzz 

SEE US AT THESE UPCOMING EVENTS

Interested in learning more about how CARFAX can help your organization? Visit CarfaxForLenders.com.
Please call 800.789.6232 or email BIGnewsletter@carfax.com to be added to this newsletter’s distribution list.

ISSUE #20

DIGGING INTO DATA
A recent CARFAX study shows the average list price for a used vehicle has reached $28,000, an unprecedented number. Overall, January prices are up  
40 percent year-over-year with sedans seeing the largest increase at a rate of 43 percent, followed by SUVs at 33 percent and pick-up trucks at 29 percent. 
The catalyst behind this is basic supply and demand; there are not as many used cars available for sale while consumer demand remains high.

• NADA 
 March 11– 13, 2022

• Auto Intel Summit 
 April 11– 13, 2022

• Collection and Recovery Solutions 
 May 25– 27, 2022

ASK CARFAX
Q: Is there a website that helps you learn more about how CARFAX helps lenders?  
A: : Yes! CarfaxForLenders.com is our up-to-date site with details on all the ways CARFAX helps lenders throughout the loan lifecycle. Plus, you can watch past webinars, 
view previous newsletters, or put a face to the name in our team section.

January 2021 January 2022 Percent Increase

Sedan $15,995 $22,900 43%

SUVs $21,788 $28,980 33%

Pick-Up Trucks $30,997 $39,973 29%
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